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The school shall re-open on Monday, 1 st July, 2024 as usual. 

Dear Students 

Unfeigned Greetings! 

Holidays’ Homework serves several vital purposes for the students. It helps reinforce what students have 
learnt in the previous months, preventing the “Summer Slide” where important skills and Knowledge are 
forgotten over a long break. 

Assignments given during the holidays help the students develop research, analytical, logical, speaking, 
writing, communication, reasoning and reading skills outside the regular classroom ambience. The 
Holidays’ Homework introduces new concepts that will be taught in the coming days, giving students a 
head start. With more free time during the holidays, the given assignments help the students know how 
to balance leisure and work, fostering good habits in time management and self-discipline. Moreover, 
without the immediate support of teachers, the students learn to solve the problems on their own, 
fostering independence and confidence in their abilities. 

TIPS FOR DOING HOLIDAYS’ HOMEWORK 
 PLAN AHEAD: Start by listing all the Homework: Models, Projects, Assignments, Art -Integrated Activity 

etc., you need to complete. Break them into smaller, manageable tasks and set the deadlines for each. 

 CREATE A SCHEDULE: Allocate specific times each day for the homework. Treat these times as the fixed 

appointments. 

 SET CLEAR GOALS: Define what you need to accomplish in each study-session. Setting goals can keep 

you focused and give you a sense of achievement as you tick the tasks off your list. 

 CHOOSE A CONDUCIVE AMBIENCE: Find a quiet and cosy place to study. Make sure it is free from 

distractions. 

 TAKE REGULAR BREAKS: Don’t forget to take short breaks to reset the brain. 

 STAY ORGANISED: Keep all your study-material and notes organized and handy. 

 REVIEW REGULARLY: Instead of cramming, review your notes, answers and other work regularly. This 
enhances memory-retention. 

 STAY MOTIVATED: Keep your morale high.  

 STAY HEALTHY: Maintain a balanced and nutritious diet, hydrate well and ensure that you get plenty of 
sleep. Stay away from heat. Your brain needs rest and fuel to function at its best. 

 

MAY YOUR HOLIDAYS BE FILLED WITH HAPPINESS, FUN, FROLIC, LAUGHTER AND 
CHERISHED MEMORIES! 

 

PRINCIPAL 
 
 
 



 

 

Subject -English (Core) 
Section - A( Reading Skills) 

(Let s Read Comprehend and Answer ) 
Select the Articles /Write -ups on ‘Science and Technology’, ‘Sports’, ‘Ill - effects of Smoking’, ‘Importance of Vote 

in Democracy’, ‘Obesity’, ‘Women Empowerment’, each containing 250-300 words, from the English newspaper. 

Cut the Articles and paste them in your notebook. Frame 8 questions on each of them and write their answers also . 

Out of 8 questions, four questions must be supply- type, two questions one word/ line answer and two questions must 

be on vocabulary check. 
Section- B  (Creative Writing Skill) 

  (Let s Compose) 
1. Write any four Notices in your fair notebook  
2. Design four Invitations formal and informal both in your fair notebooks. 
3. Write the following Articles in your fair notebook : 

 My Vision of Future India.  

 Impact of Advertisements on The Younger Generation. 
 Value- Based Education. 
 Causes of Stress on The Modern Generation. 
 Supportive Parents and Stress Free Students. 

Section -C ( Literature) 
(Let s Check Literary Flavour) 

Flamingo- Learn and write the textual exercises of the following in a separate notebook. 
Chapter- 1 ‘The Last Lesson’ 

Chapter- 2  ‘Lost Spring’ 
 Poem -1 ‘My Mother at Sixty Six’  
 Vistas- Chapter- 1 ‘The Third Level’  
Creativity - At a Glance  (Let’s Exhibit Creativity ) 
1. Make an attractive Project File on Literary Devices . 
2. Design an invitation card for Teachers’ Day Celebrations. 
3. Make a project on  ‘Child Labour in India’ (Lost Spring)  

  Index   
 Acknowledgement  
 Certificate of completion  
 Objectives  
 Child Labour with reference to ‘Lost Spring’ (Summary) 
  Life of children like Saheb and Mukesh  
 Describe Seemapuri with pictures  
 Hazards in Bengal making industry  
 Initiative against child labour by the Indian Government and various NGOs  
 The Child Labour Prohibitions and Regulations Act 1986  
 Bibliography  

(Art -Integrated Activity) 
 Select any two English Poets of Manipur and Haryana each and paste their photographs on A4 size coloured sheets. 

Write about their birth ,life ,education ,works, awards , honours and special achievements on A-4 size coloured 

sheets .  
SPEAKING SKILLS 
( Lets show Spoken talent )  
Speaking Skills are equally significant in education. Effective speaking not only allows students to express 
themselves confidently but also enables them to articulate their thoughts and ideas clearly. Strong Speaking Skills 
contribute to academic vibrance, self - confidence, and future career opportunities. These skills are essential for 
demonstrating understanding, critical thinking, and effective argumentation. 
*Write a SPEECH in about 180 - 200 words on any one of the following topics , prepare it excellently well, deliver 
the same at home, make a video and send it to the respective class teacher. Ensure that you are in proper school 
uniform while delivering the speech. 
1. Joy and Responsibilities of Being Eighteen.   2. Lack of Interest in Reading.  
3. How to manage Anger     4. Indiscipline in Schools 


